
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Newsletter    April 2018 

What month is it, February? I don’t care what people say, 
climate change is happening, it should be in the 60s or 70s 
by now, not in the 30s-40s. I can attest to the fact that the 
Trout stocking is in full swing. A friend and I went to the 
Cape last Wednesday. The pond we went to, the stocking 
truck had been there earlier. I caught a 3lb rainbow and a 
similar sized tiger trout, my friend caught a 4.5lb brown. 
No pics of my fish, long story, my phone got wet.  
 
I heard that the Stripers are still on their way, but with the 
cool weather they are a little behind last year. But hopes 
are high that it will be another great season. 
 
Last month’s meeting was very enjoyable with guest 
Speaker Eric Kulin. It was an informative talk about spots 
that he had fished around Boston, the South shore and the 
Cape. Some of the members said, that they forgot about 
some great spots that they used to fish and learned about 
some new ones.  
 
April’s speaker is Gerry Crow of NH Rivers Guide. Gerry will 
be doing a multi-media presentation on fly fishing the 
rivers of New Hampshire. This should be another excellent 
presentation, so make sure you come to the meeting. 
 
Tickets for Capt. Ray’s guided trip Raffle are now on sale 
ask any board member. They are $15.00 a ticket or two for 
$25. This is the best investment you can make to have a 
guided saltwater trip. 
 
The fishing trip schedule for the next several months is 
detailed on The Bulletin Board at pg. 3.  
 
Don’t forget the Gear Swap for the April meeting. See pg. 4 
for details. 
 
We are always looking for ideas and new members. Invite 
someone you know or don’t know, who might be 
interested in fly fishing, to a meeting.  At the meetings 
voice your opinions, we need your input, this is your club. 
 
Tight lines looking forward to seeing you and meeting new 
members. 
 
Ed  

     President’s Message 

 
 
 
 
 

 

April Speaker 
 

Gerry Crow 
 

New Hampshire  
Rivers Guide Service 

 
See Bio Info Below 

 
 

 

 

NEXT MEETING: 
Tuesday April 24, 2018 

South Foxboro Community Center 
382 South St. Foxboro, MA 02035 

Time: 630pm to 9pm 
 

Spring is Finally Here—Kinda !!! 
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Background on April’s Speaker: Gerry Crow 

See their website at:  http://www.nhriversguide.com/ 

 
New Hampshire Rivers Guide Service is dedicated to providing you with a New 
England fly fishing experience that you will never forget.  Whether it is a drift 
boat trip for trout and salmon on a major New Hampshire river, such as 
the Androscoggin or Connecticut ; a wading trip on a stream or the Pemigewasset 
River; or a canoe  trip to a pristine New Hampshire brook trout pond, you will 
have the opportunity to view wildlife, enjoy wonderful natural sights and catch 
beautiful fish.  A day fly fishing for trout and salmon with a New Hampshire 
Rivers guide will enhance your vacation or help you relax on a business trip to 
Boston, Concord, Manchester, Nashua, Portsmouth or North Conway.  

The experienced fly fishing angler will have the opportunity to match their skills 
against some of the largest, wariest fish in New England (and maybe even learn 
something new in the process.)   Beginners will find expert fly fishing instruction, 
patient coaching and a friendly, positive attitude to help them develop their skills.  
We operate the Northeast Fly Fishing School to offer you the best possible fly 
fishing instruction at a very good price. Whether you come to our fly fishing 
school or take a guided trip, you will learn to fly fish on some of the most 
beautiful waters in New England. We teach you much more than just how to fly 
cast.  Learn to fly fish from us and you will have a strong foundation on which to 
build a long future in this wonderful sport. 

New Hampshire Rivers Guide service provides licensed and insured fly fishing 
guide services throughout the State of New Hampshire, as well as northeast/central 
Massachusetts.   Home waters are the central and southern sections of New 
Hampshire, but our fly fishing guides are knowledgeable of New England waters 
from Greater Boston to the Canadian border.  We specialize in fly fishing, having 
decades of experience.  The guides are refugees from corporate America, having 
traded in their laptops and pinstripes for breathable waders and fly rods.  They are 
"students of the game" having fly fished throughout the U.S. from Maine to 
Florida and Arizona to Alaska and many points in-between. Active inTrout 
Unlimited, they participate in conservation and habitat restoration programs 
throughout New Hampshire.  They have provided instruction in fly tying, and fly 
casting for many years and also operate the Northeast Fly Fishing School. 

http://www.nhriversguide.com/�
http://www.nhriversguide.com/androscoggin-special-package.html�
http://www.northconwaynh.com/�
http://www.nhriversguide.com/Learn-to-Fly-Fish-in-New-Hampshire.htm�
http://www.nhriversguide.com/Northeast-fly-fishing-school.htm�
http://www.nhriversguide.com/Northeast-fly-fishing-school.htm�
http://www.wildlife.state.nh.us/�
http://www.tu.org/�
http://www.tu.org/�
http://www.nhriversguide.com/Northeast-fly-fishing-school.htm�
http://www.nhriversguide.com/Northeast-fly-fishing-school.htm�
http://www.nhriversguide.com/Northeast-fly-fishing-school.htm�
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The Bulletin Board 

Barbecue Reminder 
May 22 

(Rain Date May 29) 
 

The May meeting will be at Whiting’s Pond  
In Attleboro. 

Fishing from 5pm -6pm. 
BBQ starts at 6pm. 

 

Monthly Crossroads Fishing Trips 
(meeting details will be sent prior to the trip) 

 
    April 28th—freshwater, Fearing Pond, Plymouth (Miles Standish)  
 
    May 12th--Ninigret pond, RI Worm hatch 
 
    May 26th--Peters Pond, freshwater and possible Stripers in the early evening.  
 
    June – September-- Stripers Wednesday nights 
    Area spots, such as Scortons, Maritime Academy, Bell Rd, Wollaston Beach,    
 Quincy at low tide.  
 
    October 6th-- Shad, Narrow River, RI 
  
    November 3rd—Shad, Narrow River, RI 
 
 

DOES ANYONE HAVE AN INTEREST 
IN A 

CLUB-WIDE 
(With Family & Friends) 

 
Pawtucket Red Sox Outing. 

 
Please mention at our next 

Meeting!! 

ALL MEMBERS 
 

GET YOUR SPARE GEAR 
TOGETHER 

 
See Details on the Next 

Page!! 
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Gear Swap and maintenance:  
 
Do you have fishing gear (rods, reels, and accessories, even tying equipment 
or tools) that you have too much of, never used, old, used in good shape, 
bring it with you to our April, 24th meeting.  
  
You will be able to either 
  

1.)   Barter or trade for an item, i.e. you put a price on the item and 
whoever wants it can pay the price, negotiate the price or maybe trade 
for something. 
2.)  If you don’t want to do step 1, we have the anonymous approach, 
i.e. we have a sign-in sheet with a number, the sale price and your 
name. the item will be tagged with the number and the price. If it sells 
at the end of meeting you will be able to collect your money. 

  
Any reels that you have that need some attention for the coming season, 
Howie DeBeck will be there to help in that department. 
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The Importance of Catch and Release 
Catch and release is a common practice among fly fishermen.  However, if not practiced 
correctly, the mortality rate for fish can be extremely high.  This means if you catch and release 
50 fish in a day poorly, you’re doing more harm than the angler who is keeping his limit of 3-8 
fish for the day (depending on your local regulations).  This is alarming for most catch and 
release fishermen as it is a part of their ethical code to “let them go so they can grow”. 

We are going to outline several key aspects to proper catch and release that need to be used 
every time for releasing trout and other fish caught on the fly. 

A TROUT LEGACY 
Catch and release, if done correctly, is an extremely important part of our fly fishing sport. Our 
rivers across the US are receiving more fishing pressure than ever before and if we want to 
continue to enjoy fly fishing for trout in good numbers over the generations, we need to catch 
and release more than we catch and keep. Our population is simply too large to maintain our 
waters if we all catch and keep. 

This gives us an opportunity to leave a legacy behind on how we practice catch and release so 
our children and children’s children can enjoy the sport as we have. Remember that next time 
you are on the river and practice these safe catch and release tips. 

Common Myths of Catch and Release 
Let’s go over a few quick myths of catch and release so we don’t make the mistake of thinking 
we did a good job, but likely sent the fish off to his death. 

MYTH 1 – THE FISH SWAM OFF SO HE’S OK 
This is a big fat lie. Over 90% of fish mortality happens after the fish swims off. I’ve seen fish 
released by people upstream only to see the fish belly up 2 hours later downstream on the river 
bottom, belly up. This is why we need to practice the best technique in catch and release every 
time, because once we let go of that fish, if we didn’t do our job right, the chances of survival 
are thin. 

MYTH 2 – HE WAS ONLY ON THE ROCKS FOR A MINUTE 
I know most of you don’t “usually” set the fish on the rocks, but setting the fish out of the water 
and onto anything is terrible for them and reduces their chances to live substantially every 
second they are out of the water. Never put the fish on rocks, grass or anything out of the 
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water, even if it was wet. the lack of oxygen and the slime lost drastically reduces the trout’s 
chance for survival. 

MYTH 3 – CATCH & RELEASE PEOPLE ARE A BUNCH OF 
ELITIST JERKS 
This is a partial myth. I’m sure there are some jack-waggers out there that use C&R to make 
themselves seem superior, but they’ve missed the point. The point is doing what we can do to 
conserve and protect a precious resource that we consume every time we fish. Everyone kills 
fish, even C&R guys, because trout are delicate. It is our responsibility as those consuming this 
resource to do what we can to protect and preserve it as well. We use the trout rivers, we need 
to protect them. This is the reason so many catch and release anglers care and attempt to 
educate when they see photos or poor handling of fish. Most anglers motives are pure and they 
want to help preserve the rivers they fish. It goes a long way to know you have C&R guys on 
your favorite waters instead of guys taking or poorly handling the fish you also love to catch. 

MYTH 4 – GOOD C&R IS A RELIGION 
We aren’t saying that if you don’t properly catch and release a trout, that you’re a bad person or 
that we’ll sick PETA on you or that the trout’s feelings are hurt or the trout gods will keep you 
from catching fish ever again (well that may be true.. verdict is still out on that 𑠀 ). The entire 
point of catch and release is to conserve a wonderful resource that we all enjoy and it’s our job 
as anglers to be good stewards of what we use and consume. Let them go so they can grow. 

Playing the Fish Correctly 
 
1 – WATCH THE WATER TEMPS 
Water temps above 68° F produce stress on all trout species and the higher the temps get, 
bigger chance they have of getting over-exhausted and dying after being released. Avoiding 
fishing streams in the heat of the day during summer is not only a good strategy as fish are less 
willing to eat, but it also protects the fish from over-exhaustion and death. I’ve come across 
“fish-kills” during the dog days of summer and it’s heartbreaking. 

2- FISH BARBLESS HOOKS  
Pinching your barbs down in the evening as you watch TV or everytime you’re out on the water 
is a good practice. Barbs increase the size of the puncture in a fish’s mouth and tears more of 
their skin when they are removed. These wounds don’t heal as well as we hope and can harm 
the fish’s ability to feed and survive down the road. If you don’t believe me, go fish the Blue 
river in silverthorne and look at the fish in that river once caught, they look like they have a 
piercing fetish. Pinching your barbs makes for an easier release and for less overall damage to 
the trout. It’s best to do it before you get on the water since you’ll likely get lazy or forget once 
on the water. 
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3- GOOD C&R BEGINS WITH PLAYING THE FISH WELL 

The key to proper catch and release is playing the fish quickly and safely. The longer you play 
a fish, the more lactic acid is built up in their system and the more they struggle to 
recover. Playing the fish for over 2 minutes, is generally a bad idea. Trout don’t recover as 
quickly making them susceptible to suffocation or being eaten by other trout or birds of prey. 
Play the fish quickly by keeping side pressure on the trout to bring it to the net quickly. Side 
pressure is turning the tip of your rod to the left or right of the fish to turn it’s head back towards 
you. You’ll be amazed how doing this can bring the fish in quicker and with heavier tippet and 
leader, you can bring them in quickly (under 2 minutes max) for a safe release. 
 

LANDING THE FISH 
 

4- LAND FISH QUICKLY USING HEAVIER TIPPET 
Fish don’t care as much as you think when they see the line. Often times you don’t need 5x and 
6x or even 7x tippet. You can be just as successful with 2x to 4x. Fishing with heavier leader 
will allow you to land the fish quicker and keep you from wearing out the fish beyond what it can 
recover as mentioned above. 

5- KEEP THE FISH IN THE WATER AND OFF ROCKS, 
BANKS AND LAND 
Landing the fish is where most things go terribly wrong. Fish have protective slime coating that 
stays off infection and diseases. Removing this film is the same as drinking 20 beers and then 
spending the afternoon in a daycare, you’re going to get sick. For trout this makes them 
drastically more susceptible to whirling disease and other infections and diseases that kill trout 
days after being released. Placing the fish on the rocks, banks, grass or other places out of the 
water harms the fish in three ways: 

1. It removes the protective slime increasing risk of disease or infection 

2. It can damage the fish beyond recovery. Fish can’t handle damage to the head, gills or  
 gut since they don’t really have much in terms of a skeletal structure. Gravity out of the 
 water is much greater and causes enormous stress on the trouts system. 

3. Fish can’t breathe out of the water. Every second you keep a fish out of the water can 
 reduce their chance of survival by 10%. 5 seconds is a coin flip on survival. 

6- USE A RUBBER LANDING NET IN THE WATER 
While a quick catch and release with wet hands without a net is safe, if the fish is too excited or 
too large, it can be messy to try to land them without a net. Using a net and keeping the net in 
the water will provide proper environment to land the fish safely. Use these tips to land the fish 
safely: 
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1. Use a large rubber landing net – other nets that have knots or string netting can be just 
 as harmful as putting them on the bank. 

2. Keep the net in the water and the fish relaxed. Think of the net as more of a water gate 
 around the trout, then something you grab it in and support it with. Use the net to 
 contain the fish, not hold it out of the water. 

3. Use rubber nets and be careful not to get the gills caught our damaged 

7- DON’T SQUEEZE TOO HARD 
When the fish is out of the water, its entire body compresses on itself. You’re taking a fish from 
a weightless environment into a heavily weighted environment and it’s hard on the fish 
regardless. If you have to hold the fish out of the water for a picture, then make sure to not 
squeeze too hard especially around the vitals. Hold the fish just behind the pectoral fins (a 
fish’s arms) on the belly softly. With your other hand you can grab the fish right in front the the 
tail. 

Always hold the fish over water in case it falls or squirms it won’t land on rocks, but in the water 
instead, preferably over a net so you can revive him after. 

* Tip – At times fish are hard to hold on to. Grabbing them firmly by the tail acts as a sort of 
paralyzer to the fish and can calm them down. Don’t over squeeze, but a good firm grip (like 
gripping a steering wheel) is the right amount to hold the fish in place. 

8 – CUT THE LINE IF THE HOOK IS DEEP 
When it comes time to unhook the fly from the trout, hopefully the barbless fly you have comes 
out easy. If the fly is too deep, then simply cut the line. I’ve caught fish that have tippet and a fly 
coming out of their bunghole before, it isn’t as difficult to pass as you’d think and it often comes 
loose on it’s own (if it’s barbless) later on allowing the fish time to recover easily and keeping it 
safe. Shoving forceps down it’s throat to get the fly back is trading a fish life for a $2 fly. Just not 
worth it. If you need flies that bad or are on a tight budget, cut the fly. 

9 – PHOTOGRAPH FISH SELECTIVELY, QUICKLY & 
CREATIVELY 
So you do a good job landing the fish quickly, keep it off the rocks, use a landing net. Then you 
ruin it all by holding the fish out of the water for 2 minutes as you attempt to get the grossly 
over-done photo commonly known as the grip and grin. This is rough on two levels. One, every  
 
 
second you keep the fish out of the water decreases it’s chance to survive and two, you look 
like every other guy holding a fish. Below are some creative photos I’ve found online that are 
good for the fish and look better than a grip and grin anyway. Another note to share is you don’t 
need to photograph every trout you catch. They are all gorgeous so selectively pick a couple 
each day and grab some creative shots and you’re photo album will look much better than 1000 
grip and grins. The best way to get a photo safely of a fish is to leave it in the net and the net in 

https://thecatchandthehatch.com/contact/�
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the water so the fish is just chilling in there with the hook removed. Get your camera ready or 
your iphone on the timer and set everything up. Once you are ready to hit the shutter button, 
quickly and gently lift the fish to your desired shot and take pics quickly. Photos look awesome 
when the water is dripping off the fish vs drying in the sun anyway. This is better for the trout 
and better for your album. Be quick and gentle and if possible always keep the head and gills 
underwater or slightly out and only for a moment. 
 

RELEASING THE FISH SAFELY 
 

10- RELEASE FISH SLOWLY UPSTREAM 
Once you have unhooked the fish safely, it’s time to revive the trout and safely release it. It’s 
best to revive the fish facing upstream in slow to medium current and in clear water. If you 
murked up the water walking around, move over a little so the fish can get some clean water. If 
the fish is small enough to relax with the net guarding him this is another great way to release 
the fish without even touching it. Just use the net as a guard to keep it from leaving until it is 
keeping with the current and facing upward (not belly up) This can take 30 seconds to 5 
minutes depending on water temps and how long you played and handled the fish. When the 
fish tries to swim away, you should let it. A good test if you are worried is to take the fish gently 
by the tail in the net and turn it on its side. if the fish can turn itself back up and swim, then it is 
likely ready for release. Error on the side of longer than shorter here. This is the time to enjoy 
looking at the trout and letting it recover, but when it swims off, let it swim off. The smaller ones 
will bolt while the larger fish swim off. 

That moment when you let go and see the trout swim off slowly is the most rewarding part of fly 
fishing and makes me want to catch another all over again. You can feel good that the fish has 
been released safely and will live to spawn and be caught another day down the road. 

 

 
RELEASE  

GO SO THEY CAN GROW 
 

This article courtesy of Allen Gardner at thecatchandthehatch.com Forwarded by Joel Kessler 
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MEETING PICS----COURTESY OF ARMAND’s Magic Camera 
Top: March Speaker—Eric Kulin       Bottom: February Speaker—Joe Cordiero 
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“Fine Lines” 
 

Current and quotable: 
 
 

"In the lexicon of the fly-fishermen, the words rise 
and hooked connote the successful and desirable 

climax; landing a fish is purely anticlimax.” – 
Vincent C.Marinaro--1950 

 
"Game fish are too valuable to only be caught 

once.”-   Lee Wulff 
 

"The climax in the poem of trouting, is the spring 
of the split bamboo.” – Lewis France--1884 

 
 
 

This is our monthly newsletter for the 2017-2018 season. Hope Everyone had a Great Winter! 
Time now to do what we like to do best: Flyfish!  See you at the Meetings.       Editor 

Humorous Pics      Courtesy of Joel Kessler 
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